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Back to 'Things in Themselves' 2013-10-08 in an enlightening dialogue
with descartes kant husserl and gadamer professor seifert argues that
the original inspiration of phenomenology was nothing other than the
primordial insight of philosophy itself the foundation of philosophia
perennis his radical rethinking of the phenomenological method results
in a universal objectivist philosophy in direct continuity with plato
aristotle and augustine in order to validate the classical claim to know
autonomous being the author defends husserl s methodological principle
back to things themselves from empiricist and idealist critics including
the later husserl and replies to the arguments of kant which attempt to
discredit the knowability of things in themselves originally published
in 1982 this book culminates in a phenomenological and critical
unfolding of the augustinian cogito as giving access to immutable truth
about necessary essences and the real existence of personal being
Palimpsests of Themselves 2022-07-19 a free open access ebook is
available upon publication learn more at luminosoa org palimpsests of
themselves is an intervention in current discussions about the fate of
philosophy in postclassical islamic intellectual history asad q ahmed
uses as a case study the most advanced logic textbook of muslim south
asia the ladder of the sciences presenting in english its first full
translation and extended commentary he offers detailed assessments of
the technical contributions of the work explores the social and
institutional settings of the vast commentarial response it elicited and
develops a theory of the philosophical commentary that is internal to
the tradition these approaches to the commentarial text complicate
presuppositions upon which questions of islam s intellectual decline are
erected as such ahmed offers a unique and powerful opportunity to
understand the transmission of knowledge across the islamic world
Things Themselves, The 1955 this book is concerned with the strivings
satisfactions hopes and heartaches that pervade the teacher s life and
work it is based in part on a study of more than 1000 teachers and
students of education professor jersild writes with disarming lucidity
about many abstruse conceptions he has the courage to discuss
forthrightly important topics that are generally skirted in discussions
about education i believe that when teachers face themselves will help
any but the most recalcitrant reader to face himself more realistically
from the foreword by stephen m corey director horace mann lincoln
institute of school experimentation
When Teachers Face Themselves 2022-06-20 the book is an easily readable
book which shows that the english translation of dolos slave as servant
diakonos is incorrect the argument put forth is well documented
researched and clearly presented to those of any religious or non
religious persuasion and academic level interpretation is an explanation
of what is not immediately plain in the bible because of the
multifaceted character of the bible and its interpretation takes a
variety of forms a basic requirement for the understanding of these
documents is the grammatico historical interpretation or exegesis
bringing out of the text the meaning the writer intended to convey and
which their readers were expected to gather from it the meaning of the
text for hearers today must be related to its meaning for the hearers to
whom it was first addressed f f bruce scholars who deal seriously with
literary texts have a name for texts that do not correspond to the
actual words of an author such a text is called a corrupt text it is
defined as a text that has been changed from its original and reliable
form to something different from that standard a text that has been
altered from the original intentionally or unintentionally leland ryken
They Called Themselves Slave 1986 this important new work by roy wagner
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is about the autonomy of symbols and their role in creating culture its
argument anticipated in the author s previous book the invention of
culture is at once symbolic philosophical and evolutionary meaning is a
form of perception to which human beings are physically and mentally
adapted using examples from his many years of research among the daribi
people of new guinea as well as from western culture wagner approaches
the question of the creation of meaning by examining the nonreferential
qualities of symbols such as their aesthetic and formal properties that
enable symbols to stand for themselves
Symbols that Stand for Themselves 1997-08-04 for generations of
anthropologists the baining people have presented a challenge because of
their apparent lack of cultural or social structure this group of small
scale horticulturists seems devoid of the complex belief systems and
social practices that characterize other traditional peoples of papua
new guinea their daily existence is mundane and repetitive in the
extreme articulated by only the most elementary familial relationships
and social connections the routine of everyday life however is
occasionally punctuated by stunningly beautiful festivals of masked
dancers which the baining call play and to which they attribute no
symbolic significance in a new work sure to evoke considerable
repercussions and debate in anthropological theory jane fajans
courageously takes on the baining problem arguing that the baining
define themselves not through intricate cosmologies or social networks
but through the meanings generated by their own productive and
reproductive work
They Make Themselves 2015-08-31 sinceits founding by jacques waardenburg
in 1971 religion and reason has been a leading forum for contributions
on theories theoretical issues and agendas related to the phenomenon and
the study of religion topics include among others category formation
comparison ethnophilosophy hermeneutics methodology myth phenomenology
philosophy of science scientific atheism structuralism and theories of
religion from time to time the series publishes volumes that map the
state of the art and the history of the discipline
To the Things Themselves 2010-03-23 the volume is a collection of
articles from scholars who pay particular attention to children and or
adolescents voices interpretations perspectives and experiences within
specific social and cultural contexts contributions include research
stemming from a broad spectrum of methodological and theoretical
orientations
Children and Youth Speak for Themselves 2019-02-18 in this book devorah
kalekin fisman and karlheinz schneider analyze how the relationship
between the traditional and the modern is unfolding in a particular
milieu by centering on the haredi women in israel who become part of the
national rather than the community work force the book is based on
analyses of interviews with people in the haredi world the authors goal
is to attain an understanding of what women s work means to the women to
their families and to the haredi community as a whole by placing women s
self presentations in the context of sociological literatures relating
to the sociology of religion and the sociology of gender the focal issue
is the question of how traditionalism fares when the legitimator monitor
of tradition in the home encounters the constraints of modernity through
her studies and her work
Radicals in Spite of Themselves 2013 something isn t right that shouldn
t be there and there shouldn t be here people shouldn t fly they shouldn
t be able to make something out of nothing or nothing out of something
but why not he knows of no other existence no other way this ought to be
his life began here when he awoke to this chaos to these people these
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ghosts and her so he pulls himself away pushes himself inside where he
can see the truth he knows nothing no one knows anything at all and what
this place is who he is may be something he could never understand
And The Young Gods Killed Themselves 2008 these essays address the
connection between purity in early judaism and the synagogue jesus
observance of purity laws and women s relationships with purity in the
first century
"They Shall Purify Themselves" 2012-09-21 revealing interviews with
arrau brendel de larrocha gilels horowitz tureck watts 18 other artists
intimate look at the concert scene and the life of a concert pianist
introduction by sir george solti includes 51 photographs
Great Contemporary Pianists Speak for Themselves 2005-04-13 surveys the
theoretical foundations for a philosophy of development including the
work of albert hirschman paolo freire john dewey and soren kierkegaard
the author offers a practical suggestion of how goals of development can
be better set and met he shifts the locus of initiative from the would
be helpers to the doers
Helping People Help Themselves 2009 the question of whether arendt s
distinction of the private public and society can be applied to the
japanese cultural context will be examined it will be argued that
repressed needs for equality plurality and independence have made their
way back through increased civil political participation and that this
process is driven by the renaissance of the pre meiji samurai principle
of ethical individualism
How the Japanese Became Foreign to Themselves 2016-12-05 march 1998 saw
byzantinists gathering together at the university of sussex in brighton
for the annual symposium held by the society for the promotion of
byzantine studies their aim was to consider the question of the
byzantine outsider some categories of outsiders appear clear and simple
those marked out by class race sex religion but these categories are not
universals today historians of all periods are examining the ways in
which we analyse the divisions in our societies which can determine how
we look at societies in the past there is no consensus on who forms the
outsider class in modern society it should come as no surprise that
there was no consensus in byzantium as to who the outsiders were what
they had done to deserve that status and what the result of their
attaining it should have been the papers in this collection drawn from
the large number presented at the xxxii spring symposium continue the
debate about the idea of the byzantine outsider the scholars within
theologians historians literary critics and art historians present
differing approaches to different aspects of the problem the volume does
not aim to have the last word but rather to provoke debate and to open
the field any examination of society that uses the concept of the
outsider has implicitly within it a concept of the insider by looking at
those on the margins it becomes easier to see who were or at least
thought they were on the inside
Strangers to Themselves: The Byzantine Outsider 2009-03-26 singing for
themselves essays on women in popular music is a fresh look at a topic
that has attracted increasing interest in recent years in this
collection scholars from a number of disciplines look at various artists
and movements and come to some new conclusions about the ways in which
female artists have contributed to the past four decades of pop rock
blues and punk from new looks at major artists etta james laura nyro and
patti smith to later figures ferron bjørk and melissa etheridge these
chapters suggest new ways to view and hear music that is already part of
our culture essays on the indigo girls dixie chicks and destiny s child
prove that the girl groups tradition is alive and well but with
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additional new dimensions and a three essay section on joan jett and the
riot grrrls phenomenon sheds new light on their implications for
feminist artistic expression the final piece an annotated bibliography
of academic writing on women in rock helps make this collection a useful
addition to the library of students of popular music while the solid
research and accessibility of the text make this a good choice for the
general reader as well as the seasoned scholar if you think that
adoration of certain pop music is a guilty pleasure not worthy of higher
intellectual aspirations then singing for themselves offers absolution
it s far from trivial to ponder the tao of canadian singer ferron the
classical allusions of laura nyro s lyrics the postfeminist booty
shaking of destiny s child or the historical milieu that turned
jamesetta hawkins into blues great etta james reading these essays made
me want to go right back to the music feeling wiser yes but also
validated in the desire to go as deep as any song or singer can take me
michele kort author of soul picnic the music and passion of laura nyro
and senior editor at ms magazine i ve read singing for themselves essays
on women in popular music and am happy to provide an endorsement singing
for themselves is a consistently interesting collection of new essays on
women and popular music the collection is all the more welcome for being
so current it mixes essays on recent phenomena such as electronic punk
group le tigre and the dixie chicks stirring of political controversy
with new perspectives on canonical figures like patti smith or etta
james the essays gathered here are written with clear commitments but
all are marked by care and scholarly rigour i found the
interdisciplinary breadth of singing for themselves refreshing new
avenues for research are opened up here and new theoretical paradigms
are explored will straw phd acting director mcgill institute for the
study of canada associate professor department of art history and
communication studies opening this book was like opening the door onto a
surprise party everyone i ve ever wanted to meet was in there including
myself ferron
Singing for Themselves 2002-09-04 an inquiry into improvisation as
practiced by richard bull and his contemporaries
Dances that Describe Themselves 1957-05-15 the philosophic search for
truth has been evident in all ages and among all peoples the
developments of each generation require new philosophies and the
recasting of old ones the eighteenth century was no exception and the
scientific advances of the times brought about many innovations in
philosophic thought at a time when scientists were reducing certain
phenomena of the natural world to expressions of a few simple
mathematical laws men such as berkeley hume and kant were trying to
discover how far and on what basis human reason could be applied with
similar success in other fields the selections in this book preceded by
short biographical sketches document this philosophic search the
selections are liberal and well chosen indeed only an examination of the
table of contents will give an adequate idea of the value of this volume
how better can one become a modern thinker than by reading and studying
at first hand the writings that have made modern thought possible roger
w holmes the philosophical review
Philosophers Speak for Themselves 2016-03-31 learn how to use mock
trials to bring history and literature to life when students take on the
roles of lawyers and witnesses in historical or literary trials they
develop greater investment in the topics they learn rigorous close
reading and questioning techniques and they are able to deeply explore
and reflect upon themes of justice and responsibility in this new book
from award winning teacher david sherrin you ll find out how this lively
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instructional strategy will make learning a more immersive engaging and
memorable experience for your middle school and high school students the
book includes a clear how to guide to get the most out of mock trials in
your class ready made units and lessons to get you started right away
complete with sample scripts primary source documents scaffolding
worksheets and assessment rubrics templates and step by step
instructions to help you design your own mock trials the pre made units
which sherrin spent years refining in his classroom cover historical
topics such as the nuremberg trials and the inquisitions of martin
luther and galileo you ll also find fun and interactive mock trials
based on the literary works the pearl and to kill a mockingbird these
lessons will help students at all ability levels to become better
readers public speakers and critical thinkers for even more engaging
lessons try out sherrin s companion book on role plays the classes they
remember using role plays to bring social studies and english to life
Judging for Themselves 2004 this book makes the radical claim that
rather than interpreting the constitution from on high the court should
be reflecting popular will or the wishes of the people themselves
The People Themselves 2001-01-01 from its origins in the victorian era
as a marginal and somewhat shady enterprise the advertising trade in
canada changed radically after the turn of the century rising quickly to
a position of influence and respectability in this book russell johnston
tells the story of the people who made it so johnston s setting is the
dynamic intersection of business and culture during the early decades of
the twentieth century during this period he argues magazines and
newspapers grew increasingly dependent on sales of advertising space and
this precipitated a widespread restructuring of the publishing industry
ultimately this affected the range and content of canadian periodicals
setting the parameters for a newly invigorated though still fragile
canadian magazine industry johnston charts this process by exploring the
lives goals and ideas of a new breed of solicitor the ad agent and shows
how agencies began to draw on the disciplines of psychology and
economics to promote their products thus initiating the modern market
research industry the only thorough analysis of the forces shaping
advertising in canada prior to 1930 this study documents the emergence
in canada of a key component of the modern culture of consumption
Selling Themselves 1840 grossman examines the narrative form of paradise
lost to discover milton s thoroughly modern concept of self banished
from paradise the epic poem s protagonists become authors to themselves
in all both what they judge and what they choose left to create their
own story in relation to the story already written by god grossman
believes the resulting structure of the poem must be understood in the
context of seventeenth century historical and theological developments
specifically bacon s notion of history as progress and protestant
theology s notion of the inner voice the book draws upon recent works in
hermeneutics and analytic history to develop the argument that there is
a common structure to the experience of time in action and in narrative
in developing this thesis grossman draws on the work stephen greenblatt
ricoeur todorov genette derrida and lacan to construct an original
reading of paradise lost that will fascinate miltonists specialists in
seventeenth century literature and readers concerned with narrative
theory
Who are the Infidels, those who call themselves Socialists, or followers
of Robert Owen, or those who call themselves Christians, or followers of
Jesus Christ? Third edition 1864 the nature of jewish christian
relations at the end of the first century has been a subject of serious
study and considerable debate the time between 70 and 150 ce is held to
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be a volatile time in that jewish christian relations were quickly
although not uniformly deteriorating this is a time referred to as the
partings of the ways when the church was emerging as a religion apart
from judaism although it has often been neglected in this study of
particular interest is the apocalypse of john since it was written in
this dark and turbulent time in jewish christian relations john who is a
jewish christian is writing to what are likely predominantly gentile
churches at first he appears to deny the very name jew to his ethnic kin
while accusing them of belonging to satan 2 9 3 9 nevertheless he does
not abandon his own jewish background and theology he makes broad use of
the hebrew scriptures and jewish cultic imagery while maintaining a
christian understanding that jesus is the fulfillment of god s
redemptive plan what is of particular interest is how he adopts and
adapts this imagery and language and applies it to the church it is john
s mix of jewish imagery with a christian message that may provide some
insight into his perspective on the relationship between these two
increasingly polarized sects what exactly this perspective is
constitutes the subject of the present discussion
On the Inspiration of the Scriptures, Shewing the Testimony which They
Themselves Bear as to Their Own Inspiration 1987 neuroscience has found
that neuroplasticity of brain cells allows brains to invent themselves
remodeling of brains can be facilitated by schools and universities what
may be done to accelerate that positive inventing so as to prepare for
rapidly accelerating change as an ibm advertisement reads it is time to
ask smarter questions this book helps the reader do that what is worse
than being blind to something being blind to your blindness says eric
haseltine who has worked for both disney and the national security
agency being blind to what our brains can do is slowly changing brain
researchers recently found that we can now be our own subjects of brain
experimentation research shows how one can change one s brain by
changing one s mind in her 2010 high school valedictorian speech erica
goldson courageously said the majority of students are put through the
same brainwashing techniques in order to create a complacent labor force
working in the interests of large corporations and secretive government
and worst of all they are completely unaware of it this book shows
professors teachers parents and interested citizens how students can
become aware and reach higher levels of consciousness
Authors to Themselves 2006-08-01 the main objective of this paper is to
provide estimates of the cost of moving out of subsistence for
madagascar s farmers the analysis is based on a simple asset return
model of occupational choice estimates suggest that the entry sunk cost
associated with moving out of subsistence can be quite large somewhere
between 124 and 153 percent of a subsistence farmer s annual production
our results make it possible to identify farm characteristics likely to
generate large gains if moved out of subsistence yielding useful
information for the targeting of trade adjustment assistance programs
world bank web site
"Those Who Call Themselves Jews" 2012-01-01 erich kahler renowed author
of man the measure the tower and the abyss and the meaning of histiory
aims in these essays to establish the meaning of certain basic concepts
that have developed in the course of human evolution and to examine in
what respect they may still be valid in our present circumstances the
essays all deal from different aspects with the relation between what
mayu be considered permanent in man and what changes with the expansion
of political units the technological transformation of our ways of life
the unification of our globe and the enlargement of human consciousness
Brains Inventing Themselves 1840
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What is Christianity? and have the persons calling themselves Christians
any right to interfere with free expression of opinions by other parties
1893
How Costly is it for Poor Farmers to Lift Themselves Out of Subsistence?
1881
The Books of Ezra and Nehemiah with Introduction, Notes and Maps 1879
The Saturday Review of Politics, Literature, Science and Art 1885
The New Testament commentary for schools, ed. by C.J. Ellicott 1898
A Translation of the Old Testament Scriptures from the Original Hebrew
1876
A Preliminary Treatise on Evidence at the Common Law 1889
The Academy 1876
The Law Journal Reports 1876
Albany Law Journal 1967
An Exposition of the Second Epistle to the Corinthains 1877
Out of the Labyrinth
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